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$0. INTRODUCTION 
EILENBERG AND MOORE [7] have developed a spectral sequence converging to the cohomo- 
logy of the total space of an induced fibration. L. Smith [13] has recently developed methods 
by which this spectral sequence can be computed, in the special case of a fibration induced 
by an H-map from the path space fibration over a K(Z, n). Using these methods we have 
computed the cohomology rings H*(BU(2n, . . . , co), Z,), and H*(U(2n+ 1,. . . , co),Z,,), p 
an arbitrary prime. (We use the symbol X(n, . . . , 00) to denote the n - 1 connective fibering 
over X.) The work is thus an extension of the work of Adams [I] (who computed the stable 
groups: H 2”+k(BU(2n, . . . , co), 2,) for k<2n) and of Stong [I61 (who determined the ring 
H*(BU(2n, . . . , co), Z,)). We summarize our results. 
If p is an odd prime and M a graded Z,-module, denote by F[M] the free Z,-algebra 
generated by M. Let Op[pP’i,] denote the Hopf sub-algebra of H*(K(Z, n), Zp) generated 
over the Steenrod algebra by the single element PP’i,, and define graded Z,-modules M, 
in such a way that F[M,] r Op[/3P’i,,]. Finally, if n is an integer it can be written uniquely 
in the form n = I;=0 nipi, with Ui < p. Set o,(n) = ET= O ni . We find: if p is an odd prime 
there exist indecomposable cohomology classes Ozi E H”(BU, Zp); p2i+l eH”“(U,Zp) 
such that 
H*(BU, zp) p-2 
H*(BU(2n, . . . , co), Zp) = 
Zp[Bzi 1 Op(i - 1) < n - 1) 
0 I-I ~c~2"-3-2tl 
I=0 
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H*(U(2n + 1, . . . . 70),Zp)= 
H*(C’, Zp) p-l 
E[Pzi+ 1 I o,(i) < RI 
0 n FIMLl,“_,_~r] Q .E[c!bip*+l 1 ;$)-l)=“-‘-y 
r=o 
as tensor products of Hopf algebras. 
Our methods also permit determination of the cohomology of each stage of the 
Postnikov tower of U. Ifp is an odd prime, then: 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. 
We obtain similar answers for the casep = 2. These agree with the work of Stong [16], 
Hirsch [S], and Vastersavendts [17]. 
We also derive divisibility conditions for Chern classes in integral cohomology. Let 
s,: BU(2n, . . . , co) --f BU be the standard map, and let es,*: Q*H(BU, 2) --+ &*H(BU 
(2t7, . . . , co), 2) be the induced map of indecomposables. Let ck~HZk(BU, Z) be the Chern 
class, and Qc~EQ~‘H(BU, Z) its image in the module of indecomposables. Then Qs,*(Qc~ 
is divisible by a certain positive integer A,,, k and by no greater number. In 99 of this paper 
(Theorem 9.7) we determine h,, k. 
ADDED IN PROOF. The author has recently computed cohomology of the Postnikov 
system of BU. The result is given at the end of $8. 
In a forthcoming paper we will discuss more thoroughly the integral cohomology of 
the spaces BU(2n, . . ., a) and U(2n + 1,. . ., co). In particular, we will use a certain 
splitting of BU into a Cartesian product [2], and some results of W. Browder [4], to 
calculate the Bockstein spectral sequences. We thus determine completely the groups 
H *(BU(2tl, . . . , co), Z). We can also find some of the ring structure: a typical result is 
that H*(BU(2n, . . . , co)Z)/Torsion is a polynomial algebra. 
This paper is the author’s PhD. thesis written at Princeton University with the guidance 
of J. C. Moore. It is a pleasure to thank Professor Moore for such useful advice; particu- 
larly for the suggestion that the computations for BU and U be done simultaneously. 
From Larry Smith I learned the use of the spectral sequence. I have had several conver- 
sations with Bob Stong, and was guided by the results of his paper [16]. 
$1. HOPF ALGEBRAS 
A. Primitives and indecomposables 
The reader is assumed familiar with the paper of Milnor and Moore [9]. We state 
here the results we will need. 
We denote by the symbol tiJZ, the category of positively graded, locally finite, 
connected, bicommutative Hopf algebras over Z,, p prime. If A E Ob(H,/Z,) we write 
P(A) and Q(A) for the graded vector spaces of primitives and indecomposables, respectively. 
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P and Q are in fact functors from the category .Xc/Z, to the category A/Z, of 
positi\.ely graded vector spaces. The reader will recall the definition of the natural 
transformation of fimctors I: P -+ Q. If I: P(A) --t Q(A) . IS onto we say that A is primitively 
generated. The “ Frobenius map ” <: .4 + A is given by C(X) = .yp. The image of j, written 
;A, is a Hopf sub-algebra of A, and the sequence of vector spaces: 
0 -+ P&4) -+ P(A) -: Q(A) (1.1) 
is exact. ([9], Prop. 4.21). That is, the only decomposable primitives are p’th powers. If A 
is primitively generated this result can be strengthened to read that the only decomposable 
primitives are p’th powers of primitives. In this case we write (1.1) in the form: 
0 -+ I;P(A) --) P(A) -: Q(A) -+ 0 (1.2) 
The category .X,/Z, is abelian, with product given by the tensor product over 2,. 
For the definitions of kernel and cokernel in X,/Z, the reader is referred to ([9], pp. 223-4). 
Iff : A -+ B is a map in the category, the actual set of elements that f sends to zero is the 
ideal generated by the Hopf sub-algebra kerfc A. Let Z, -+ A’LA A A” -+ Z, be an exact 
sequence in f{JZ,. Then the induced sequences in .ll/Z, : 
0 - P(A’) - 
P(i) P(A) p(n) 
- P(A”) (1.3) 
Q(A’) Q(i) Q(A) = Q(A”) - 0 (1.4) 
are exact. ([9], 3.11,3.12). We will need a stronger version of (1.3) which is due to Moore 
and Smith [l I]. 
PROPOSITION 1 .I. Let p be an odd prime. Then the map P(n) of (1.3) is onto in odd 
dimensions. P(x) is otlto in et’en dimensions, e.xept possibly those divisible by a twnber of 
the form 2mp, il,here P’“(A’) # 0. 
Proof. See ([I 11, Prop. 3.3 and Cor. 4.5). 
We will also need the following lemma. 
LEMXIA 1.2. Suppose giren a map f : B + A it1 the category &“JZ,, where A is,free 
commuratire as a Z, algebra. Let Qf be the map Qf: Q(B) -+ Q(A); let .9f be rhe map 
?I/ : Q(B)-+ Q(im f), and suppose that ker Qf c ker _%?,f. Then the natural maps 
Q(kerf) -+ ker(Qf) 
Q(imf) -, im(Qf> 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof. The Bore1 structure theorem ([9], 7.8 and 7.11) implies that imf, being a Hopf 
sub-algebra of a free commutative algebra, is itself free commutative. Consequently the 
map Q(kerf) --f Q(B) is manic. Our hypothesis that ker Qfc ker _%?,,J implies that the map 
Q(im f) + Q(A) is manic. The lemma now follows easily from the diagram overleaf, in 
which horizontal and vertical sequences are exact. 
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0 
“/ 1 
0 --) Q(ker f> + Q(B) - Q(im f) -+ 0 
\ I 
Recall that if A is an object of &‘“,/Z, then its dual D(A) = Hom(A, Z,) can also be 
regarded, in a canonical way, as an object of XC/Z,. One has natural isomorphisms 
P(D(A)) g D(Q(A)), and Q(D(A)) = D(P(A)). In this paper we are concerned with the 
Hopf algebra H*(B U, Z,), which has the peculiar property that both it and its dual are 
polynomial algebras. This leads us to: 
Definition 1.3. We say A is a bipolynomial Hopf algebra if: 
(I) A E *C/Z,. 
(2) The algebra structure of A is that of a polynomial algebra. 
(3) The algebra structure of D(A) is that of a polynomial algebra. 
If V is a graded vector space, we write p,[ V’J for its PoincarC series: p,[ V] = g (rank V’)t”. 
n=O 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be a bipolynomial Hopf algebra. Then: 
PLJ'WI = PLQWI. 
Proof. One has p,[P(A)] = p,[D(P(A))] = p,[Q(D(A))], so it suffices to prove that 
P,CQWI = PLQUWNI 0.5) 
But p,[A] = p,[D(A)], and both A and D(A) are connected polynomial algebras. (1.5) now 
follows by induction on dimension, and the proposition is proved. 
Remark 1.5. Let A be a bipolynomial Hopf algebra. Suppose given an epimorphism 
in XC/Z,: 
A : A” --* Z, (1.6) 
and suppose further that A” is a polynomial algebra. Taking duals in (1.6) we learn that 
D(A”) is a Hopf sub-algebra of the polynomial algebra D(A). Then it follows from the 
Bore1 structure theorem ([9], 7.8 and 7.11) that D(A”) is itself a polynomial algebra. Then 
A” is bipolynomial, and we can use Prop. 1.4 to conclude that p,[P(A”)] = p,[Q(A”)]. 
B. Hopf algebras over the Steenrod algebra 
Let d(p) be the mod.p Steenrod algebra, and let A E Ob(&‘“,/Z,) be given. Suppose 
that A is an unstable d(p) module. ([15], p. 27). Then we can use the co-multiplication 
in d(p) to make A 0 A into an unstable s?(p) module. We say that A is a Hopf algebra 
over d(p) iff p:A@A+Aand A.:A --t A 0 A are morphisms of unstable d(p) modules. 
If A is a Hopf algebra over d(p), then both P(A) and Q(A) are unstable d(p) modules 
in a natural way. Iff : A -+ B is a map of Hopf algebras over d(p), then the Hopf sub- 
algebra kerfc A is an JX!@) sub-algebra. 
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Suppose given an exact sequence in tic/Z,: 
I 
Z, + A’ + A 1 A” -+ Z, (1.7) 
and suppose that A’ and A are Hopf algebras over d(p). Then there is exactly one action 
of d(p) on A” that makes K a map of d(p) algebras. We refer to (1.7) as an exact sequence 
of Hopf algebrns over d(p). We will find the following result useful in solving extension 
problems. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose giren an exact sequence (1.7) of Hopf algebras ocer d(p), 
p an odd prime, and suppose that A” is free commutatice as a Z,-algebra. Let x : @A”) -+ 
Z, @ Q(A”) be the canonical epimorphism, and suppose that the composition x/P(x): 
SC(P) 
P(A)%P(A”)‘,Q(A”)L Z, 0 QC.4") 
d(P) 
(W 
is onto. Then A” is primitively generated, and 
A z A’ @ A” 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. 
(1.9) 
Proof. Choose elements {oi> E Q(A”) in such a way that the set {xai} is a vector space 
basis for 2, @ Q(A”). Choose elements P”*I E &d(p) in such a way that the set {pJ1*‘al} 
&d(P) 
is a vector space basis for Q(A”). For each i choose ai E P(A) such that XIP(Tc)(aJ = xai. 
Then the elements {nP JIJai} form a set of primitive generators for A”. Since A” is free 
commutative we can define a map of algebras k : A” + A by setting k(xP’ts’a,) = PJ’*‘ai. 
Since k carries primitive generators to primitives it is actually a map of Hopf algebras that 
splits the exact sequence (1.7). The proposition follows. 
Let V be an unstable &9(p) module and let W c V be a vector subspace. We say that 
the subspace W is pseudo singly generated over d(p) by the element K~, iff every element 
of W can be written P’Iv,, for some P’ E d(p). It is not required that W be an d(p) sub- 
space of V. 
Let A be a Hopf algebra over &d(p) and let B c A be a primitively generated Hopf 
sub-algebra. We say that B is pseudo singly generated over d(p) as a Hopf sub-algebra 
of A, ifF P(B) is pseudo singly generated over &‘alcp) as a vector subspace of P(A). 
Remark. In the situation envisioned in Prop. 1.6, suppose that B” is a Hopf sub- 
algebra of A” that is pseudo singly generated over d(p). Then the proof of Prop. 1.6 shows 
that we can choose the splitting (1.9) in such a way that B” is pseudo singly generated 
over .M’@) as a Hopf sub-algebra of A. 
C. Properties of Tor 
We introduce some notation, following [IO]. Let &‘,‘/Z, be the bigraded version of 
YJZ,; we demand that the bigrading satisfy: 
II a-0 (l.lOa) 
A- “*” = 0 unless and 
v > 2u (l.lOb) 
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for each A E 0b(%‘o,2/Z,) . -u is called the homological degree of A-“*“, c the complemen- 
tary degree, - cl + c the total degree. Let .FYJZ, be the category of .‘open triangles” of 
Hopf algebras; that is, diagrams in .2,/Z, of the form: 
B 
{cl (1.11) 
A+----A 
We demand further that A be simply connected. (A0 = Z,, A’ = 0). A morphism in 
Y.%‘,/Z, is the obvious thing. The tensor product over Z, induces a product on the cate- 
gories .YYC2/Z, and .F&‘,!Z,. We now regard Tor as a product-preserving functor: Tor 
F/eJZ, -.%‘C2/Z,. The bigrading on Tor,,[A, B] satisfies (l.lOa) because we index pro- 
jective resolutions on the negative integers; it satisfies (1.10b) because we have required 
that A be simply connected. 
Let A E ObXJZ,. We recall that by using a specific resolution of Z, as a A-module- 
say, the bar resolution-one can define a natural map s of graded vector spaces: 
s : Q*(A) -+ P- I* *(Tor,[Z, , Z,]) (1.12) 
called the suspension. 
D. Calculation of Tor 
The following result of L. Smith [13] permits calculation of Tor,[A, Z,]. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let f: A --) A be CI given map in the category 3’eC/Z, . Then: 
Tor,\CA, Zpl= ‘llim~~ Torkerf CZp 9 Zpl (1.13) 
as a temor product of Hopf algebras. Here ker f is the kernel in the category 3’e,jZ,. We 
specify the bigrading: 
Td? *CA, ZJ = (Allimf)* (1.14) 
Proof. [13], Prop. 1.5. 
It remains to calculate Tor,[Z,, Z,]. We assemble some notation in order to state 
concisely a standard result. If V E A/Z, we define V+ E A/Z, by setting (V+)“ = Vx if li is 
even, (T/i)k = 0 if k is odd. Similarly, we define Y- to be the odd dimensional part of V. 
Denote by A’/Z, the category of bigraded vector spaces over Z, with the bigrading satis- 
fying (1.10). Given V E ,B’/Z,, define V+ E _d’/Z, by setting ( Yi)“*’ = Y”,” if II fv is 
even, and (F’ +>,*” = 0 if II + t’ is odd. Similarly, define V- to consist of those parts of V of 
odd total degree. Given F’ in either A/Z, or .&‘/Z,, set: 
ZJ V] = polynomial algebra over Z, generated by V + 
E[V] = exterior algebra over Z, generated by V - 
z,[V] = truncated polynomial algebra of height p generated by C” 
r[F’J = algebra of divided powers generated by Vf 
We make each of the above algebras into Hopf algebras by declaring the first three to be 
primitively generated, and writing for the fourth: 
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Then Z,[ 1, E[ J, etc., are functors from ,KjZ, to .X”,/Z, (or from _L’/Z, to X,“/Z,). 
We define two more functors of this sort by setting: 
F‘CV] = Z,[V’] @ E[V_] 
D(F[Y]) = I-[Y+]@E[V-] 
Finally, we define a functor s :,/L/Z, -+ _/L’/Z, by setting (sV)-‘3” = V”; (sV)“*’ = 0 if 
II # - 1. If x E V we write s(.7;) for the corresponding element of SK We can now state a 
well known result: if V E J&/Z, then: 
where the isomorphism is in .%C’/ZP. The suspension (1.12) is indeed given by the corres- 
pondence .x -+ sx, Vx E V. Finally, if g : V-, W is a morphism in J/Z,, the induced map: 
(1.15) 
Tar 9 : TorFlvlCZpj Z,l -+ Tor,cwl[Zpt z,l (1.16) 
is given by Tor g(ss) = sg(s), together with the rule that Tor g commutes with divided 
powers. 
$2. THE EILEKBERG-MOORE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
A. Basic properties 
We collect here the results of [7]; our notation is taken from [lo]. 
We define a category ri”99 of “ Hopf fiber squares.” An object of 29.9 is a com- 
mutative diagram of spaces and maps; 
7 
E-E, 
P 
I i 
P 
(2.1) 
0 
B-B,, 
f 
in which the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) All spaces are homotopy commutative and homotopy associative H-spaces, and 
all maps are H-maps. 
(2) E,,? B, is a fibration, and E- 
P 
B is the fibration over B induced byf. 
(3) B, is simply connected. 
(4) The mod p-cohomology rings of B, B, , E, , E, are of finite type. 
A morphism in the category Sfi9’ is a map between two fiber squares (it could be dia- 
grammed as a commutative cube) which preserves all H-space structures. 
We define a category 9’[,~?“,/2,] of spectral sequences of Hopf algebras. An object 
of P’[&‘JZ,] consists of the following. 
(1) For each III > 2 a differential Hopf algebra (E,, , cf,,,); Em an object of YC’/Zp and : 
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deg cl, = (m, 1 - m) (2.2) 
(2) E,_, = H(E,); and E,“. C = E,-z.,’ = . . . = E:;“’ v 
for sufficiently large RI. 
The main result of [7] may be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a contra~ariant functor & : .%‘9.Y -+ Y[.%“,/Z,] with the 
fbllowing properties. 
(I) For each fiber square (2.1) there is a decreasing filtration {F- “H *(E, Z,)} on the 
Hopf algebra H *(E, Z,) that is natural with respect to morphisms of fiber squares. 
(2) F’H*(E, Z,) is the Hopf sub-algebra of H*(E, ZJ generated by imf* and im p*, 
and F -“H *(E, Z,) = Z, for n < 0. 
(3) If(E, , d,,,) is the spectral sequence assigned by the functor d to thefiber square (2. l), 
there is a functorial isomorphism: 
E, = Torw,, z,) lIH*(B, Z,), H*(E, Z,)l (2.3) 
also a functorial isomorphism: 
E, = 0 H*t.C Z,) (2.4) 
where E, H *(E, Z,) denotes the bigraded Hopf algebra associated to the filtration on 
H *(E, Z,). 
Proof. [7] concerns itself with a homology spectral sequence. For explicit proofs for 
the case of cohomology the reader is referred to [3]. 
We call attention to the special case of (2.1) in which the space B consists of a single 
point. Then the total space E of the induced bundle is the fiber F. of the original bundle, 
and Theorem 2.1 gives a spectral sequence converging to H *(F, , Z,). We refer to this as 
the spectral sequence of the fibration F, -+ F, + B, . 
B. Path space fibrations 
We consider the spectral sequence of the fibration fix + PX --f X, where X is a simply 
connected H-space. The E, term is Tor H*(X,zpj(Zp, Z,), and the map s of (1.12) gives 
s : Q* + ‘(H(X, Z,)) -+ P- ‘. * + ‘(~5~) (2.5) 
Since deg cfr = (r, 1 -- r), everything in E -l,* is an infinite cycle, so there is defined an 
epimorphism Ey’,* -+ E,‘#*. Composing this epimorphism with the map (2.5) we obtain a 
map S:Q*+’ H(X, Z,) -+ P - ‘**+‘(Em). Now from Theorem 2.1, g2 we know that 
F”H *(QX, Z,) is zero in dimensions greater than zero; consequently there is an isomor- 
phism %: F-‘P*H(RX, Z,) +P- ‘**+‘(E,). Finally, let G denote the cohomology sus- 
pension associated with the path space fibration over X: o: Q*“H(X,Z,) --t P*H(RX,Z,). 
Then we have the following result: 
0 = 71-1s (2.6) 
For a proof the reader is referred to [14]. 
We now study the spectral sequence of the fibration: 
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K(Z, n - 1) --+ L(Z. r1) + K(Z, 11) (2.7) 
Coefficients are taken in Z, , p an odd prime. We begin by singling out a certain ” elemen- 
tary ” chain complex that will occur in this spectral sequence. 
Definition 2.2. An elementary chain complex A is a bigraded differential Hopf algebra 
of the form A = I-(.$ @ E(y), with tot. deg. (J) = p . [tot. deg. (x)] -t- 1, and the differential 
determined by the rules d(v,(x)) = y; dx = C/J = 0. 
One sees easily that 
H(A) = Z,[s]. (2.5) 
We now recall Cartan’s result [5] for H*(K(Z, n), Z,), p an odd prime. Let V,, be the 
graded vector space over Z, generated freely by objects P’i,, where the P’ are admissible 
monomials in the Steenrod algebra subject to the following conditions. 
(1) P’ = j?‘*P”* .+. ,L?“‘Pak with Us # 0. 
(2) excess 1 < II if E, = 0. (2.9) 
(3) excess I L: n if E1 = 1. 
Then (Cartan) there is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras: 
If*(K(Z, n), Z,) = F[ V”]. 
V, now appears as QH(K(Z, n), Z,). 
Let 
(2.10) 
oE.M. * v, *+ P*-‘H(K(Z, !I - l), Z,) (2.11) 
be the suspension associated with the fibration (2.7). Another result of Cartan states that 
ker oE.M. is that subspace of V, spanned by all vectors PIi,, P’ admissible and satisfying 
(2.9), and excess I= n. We define a map of vector spaces 
/38’ : V,- -+ ker crE,&,, (2.12) 
by assigning to each basis element P’i,, of Vz the element j3P ‘P’i, of ker oE..., , where 
2t + 1 = de,o[P’i,]. It is not hard to show this map an isomorphism. In particular, ker CT,,~,. 
is concentrated in even dimensions. 
We are ready to discuss the spectral sequence of the fibration (2.7). The E2 term is 
given by (2.3), (2.10), and (1.15): 
F1 = TorHeocz, ,,), z,) [Z,, Z,] = D(F[s VJ) = K, @ L, (2.13) 
where we have set K, = lI’[sV;] @ E[s/V”V,-1, and L, = E[s( V,,-/#W” Vn-). Since pYV,- 
suspends to zero we know from equation (2.6) that the factor E [$?FV.-] must be killed 
somewhere in passage from Ez to E, . This is in fact all that happens in this spectral 
sequence. The precise statement is due to Smith [ 131. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p be an odd prime. In the spectral sequence of thefibration (2.7), 
all differentials canish except d,_,. The action of dp-, on the chain complex E,_, = El is 
giren by the following rules. 
(I) E, _ , splits as a tensor product of complexes K,, and L,, . 
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(2) d,_l candles on L, (as it must, since each element of s( Vn’/jW’V,-) has homo- 
iogical degree - 1). 
(3) K” splitsfurther as a tensorproduct of elementary chain comple.uesT[sx] 0 E[s/Wu], 
tvhere {cx} is any vector space basis for V,-. 
(4) Consequently (Kunneth formula and (2.8)) \\‘e hare an isomorphism of bigraded Hopf 
algebras: 
E,= p (2.14) 
Proof: See ([13], Theorem 3.10). Smith discusses the path space fibration over a 
K(Z,, n). Thus he imposes on admissible monomials only requirements (2.9 (2), (3)). We 
get a proof of the current proposition by adding (2.9(l)) to eac’h stage of Smith’s argument. 
We will refer to the complex D(F[sV,,]) of (2.13), with differential given by Prop. 2.3, 
as the canonical complex D(F[sv,]). 
IfMR is an A!(P) sub-module of V,, then D(F[sM,]) is a sub-Hopf algebra of D(F[sV,J) 
closed under action of the differential. We refer to the sub-complex D(F[s,U,,]) c D(F[sV,]) 
as the canonical complex D(F[sMJ). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Al,, be at! d(p) sub-module of V,, Theta the cohomology 
canoGcal complex D(F [s&l,]) is gicen by : 
of the 
(2.15) 
ntl isomorphism of bigraded Hopf algebras. 
Proof. Follows easily from Prop. 2.3 and the definition of the complex D(F[sMJ). 
In the canonical complex D(F[sV,]) all elements of s(/M”V,, -) are boundaries, but in 
the complex D(F[sM,J) only the elements of s(pP”M~ -) are boundaries. For this reason 
the factor at the far right of (2.15) has no analogue in the expression (2.14). The injection 
D(F[sM,,,]) -+ D(F[sV,]) induces a map of homology: 
ff(~(~C~~~“l)) -+ ~wv!I~T/,l)) (2.16) 
This map injects the first two factors of (2.15) into the two factors of (2.14), and carries 
the third factor of (2.15) to zero. 
Let M” be an .&(p) sub-module of V,. Consider the sub-algebra 
A[&;] c H”(K(Z, ?I - l), Z,) (2.17) 
generated by the elements G&.X), x E M, . A[oMJ is primitively generated, therefore is 
a Hopf sub-algebra of N*(K(Z, ?I - l), Z,), and therefore, by the Bore1 structure theorem, 
is free commutative. 
We assemble the results of this section into the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p be an odd prime. Suppose given a Hopf fiber square of the form: 
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(2.18) 
I 
E -w, n) 
P 
i I 
B - K(Z, )I) 
/ 
in which E is n-connected, and suppose that H *(B, Z,) is free comnuttatice as a Z,-algebm. 
Suppose dso that the .d(p) Hopf sub-algebra kerf * c H*(K(Z, n), Z,) is gerzerated ocer 
d(p) by a single element b, satisfying 
dim b, < np - 1. (2.19) 
T%en the follolcYng statenlents ho/d. 
There exists a mb-module iv, c P *H (K(Z, n), Z,) sntis;r?iing 
kerf * = F[&!,,] (2.20) 
If h7, is such a sub-module, the map 1, : P*H(K(Z, n), ZJ -+ Q*H(K(Z, 17), Z,) carries 
R, isomorphically to an &(‘JI) sub-module At,, c V,, and 
H*(E, 2,) = H*(B, Z,)/imf* @ A[oM,,] @ E 
RI,,+ n /?.??‘V,- 
s 
pY’!Yl,, - 1 (2.21) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. Here 
im q* = H*(B, Z,)//im f * 
im i* = A[oM,] 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
ker i” = H*(B, Z,)limf* 0 E 
iv,, + n &??“V,- 
s P,ytM,- 
I 
(2.24) 
Finally the splitting (2.21) can be chosen in such a way that A[oM,] is pseudo singly 
generated over d’(p) as a Hopf sub-algebra of H*(E, Zp). 
Proof. Kernel f* is a primitively generated Hopf sub-algebra of the free commu- 
tative algebra H*(K(Z, n), Z,), so it clearly has the form (2.20) (although there is no 
unique choice of M,,. Since H*(B, Z,) is free commutative so is imf*. Therefore I,J.G, is 
manic. M” = im(l,,,‘ig,) is independent of the choice of I%?,, . 
Consider the commutative diagram of Hopf fiber squares: 
(2.25) 
Here [x0] is a space consistin g of a single point. Denote by (I?,,, d,,,) the spectral sequence 
of the fiber square (2.18), and by (&, , ii,) the spectral sequence of the path space fibration 
over K(Z, n). E, and ,!?? are given by (2.3). Sincefis an H-mapf* is a map of Hopf algebras 
and Prop. I .7 is applicable to computing Ez . We obtain: 
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(2.26) 
El = TorH.cKcz. ,,). ,,CZ, 3 &I (2.27) 
The map of E, terms induced by (2.25) carries the first factor of (2.26) to zero, and when 
restricted to the second factor gives a map Torker I, [Z,, Z,] --* Tor,,.(,(,.,,.,,,[Z,, Z,] 
induced by the injection kerf* ---t H *(K(Z, n), 2,). We use 2.20 for ker f *, and appeal to 
(1.15) to write out all Tor terms: 
E 
2 
= H;U% Z,) 
___- @ D(F[sM,]) 
imf* 
(2.28) 
z= D(FCs Kl) (2.29) 
We now use in conjunction the following facts: 
(1) The map E2 --t E, commutes with differentials. 
(2) The spectral sequence (I?,, a,,,) is given by Prop. 2.3. 
(3) (E,, ci,) is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras, and deg(cl,, = (n7, 1 - or). 
to deduce that: 
(I) cl2 =. . . = J,_, = 0; E, = E,_,. 
(2) The tensor product of (2.28) is a splitting of the chain complex (E,_,, dp_,). 
(3) rl,_r vanishes on the first factor of (2.28), and the second factor is the canonical 
complex D(F[sM,,]). Then we have by Prop. 2.4: 
s 
R/l,+ n /WV”- 
/!LY’M,- 
(2.30) 
Since all indecomposables of (2.30) have homological degree 2 - 1 all higher differentials 
vanish : 
Ep = E, (2.3 I) 
We can now use Theorem 2.1, #2, and equation (1.14), to deduce one part of our propo- 
sition im q* = F’H*(E, 2,) = Ez# * = H*(B, Z,)//im f *, and we have proved (2.22). 
We must now solve the extension problem posed by (2.30) and (2.31). Let A be the 
Hopf algebra N*(E, Z,), and let A’ be the sub-Hopf algebra im q* 2 H*(B, Z,)/imf*. 
Then (2.30), (2.31) imply that there is a filtration on the quotient AlA’, with the associated 
bigraded Hopf algebra given by: 
E,(A/A’) = z,[SM,-] @ E S 
iw, + - @ES 1 I IV, +n /WV,- M,+ n /PP’V,- /%P”M, - 1 (2.32) 
We invoke once more the functorial property of the spectral sequence in conjunction with 
(2.25) to deduce a commutative diagram: 
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0 0 (2.33) 
I 
I 
i* c 
F - ‘(A/A’)* + F - ‘H*(K(Z, n - 1 ), Z,) 
nl It 
Here we have used (2.14) for E, , TC and il are isomorphisms in dimensions greater than zero 
because F’(A/IA’) and F’H*(K(Z, n - I), Z,) are trivial except in dimension zero. il is 
given by (2.6). The map E(i*) is a restriction of the map (2.16): it is manic on the first 
two summands of EL’**+’ and sends the third summand to zero. 
Since i*(A’) = Z, there is a well defined map of Hopf algebras 
i* : A/A’ + H*(K(Z, n - I), Z,). 
Im i* is free commutative; consequently, the map Q(ker i”) -+ Q(A//A’) is manic. To deter- 
min ker i* we first use (2.32) to deduce that all indecomposables of A/A’ live in F - ‘(A/A’). 
On the other hand, the elements of 
s 
A4,+ n /3srv,- 
p*?PIw, - 
c F-‘(A/A’) 
are odd dimensional primitives of A/A’; therefore (by (1.1)) they are indecomposable in 
A/A’. It now follows easily from (2.33) that 
ker i* = E S 
icI,+ n p.Yv,- 
/?.??‘lLI, - 1 
(2.34) 
A second, immediate consequence of (2.33) is that 
this proves (2.23). 
im i* = im i* = A[oM,] (2.35) 
Consider the following exact sequence of Hopf algebras over A’(P): 
Z,-+ker i*-+A/IA’-+im i*+Z, (2.36) 
Using (2.19) and our assumption that E is n-connected we find from Prop. 1.1 that the 
composition P[A/A’J --+ Prim i*J -+ Q[im i’] -+ 2, 0 Q[im i*] is onto. Therefore the 
d(P) 
sequence (2.36) satisfies the hypotheses of Prop. 1.6, and we invoke that proposition to 
conclude that 
A/A’ 2 im i* @ ker i* = A[oM,] @ E s 
M,+ n j3a*v,- 
/w’hf, - I 
(2.37) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. From the remark following Prop. 1.6 it follows that 
we can choose the splitting (2.37) in such a way that A[oM,] is pseudo singly generated 
over d(p) as a Hopf sub-algebra of A//A’. 
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In exactly the same way we can now apply Prop. 1.6 to the exact sequence Z, -+ A’ ---f 
A --+ A/A’ + Z, We conclude that 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras, and that the splitting (2.38) can be chosen in such a 
way that A[cYA~J is pseudo singly generated over &Cp) as a Hopf sub-algebra of A. We 
thus obtain (2.21). (2.24) follows from (2.33), and the proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete. 
We now define particular sub-modules %, c P *H(K(Z, IZ), Z,); M,, c S:, , Let 
Op[/3P’i,] be that sub-algebra of H*(K(Z, n), Zp) generated over d(p) by the single 
element PP ‘i, . Then Op[pP’i,] is a primitively generated Hopf sub-algebra of 
H”(K(Z, rz), ZJ and therefore has the form F[J?,,] for some &i, c P*H(K(Z, n),Z,). 
There is no natural way to choose $i,, but we assume some choice has been made. Let /, 
be the map 1, :P*H(K(Z, II), Z,) + Q*II(K(Z, n), 2,) = V,, , and denote its restriction to 
.v,, by I, / .q, . Szt M,, = im(l, (%,,). Then M” is an .d(p) submodule of V,, , and is independent 
of the choice of IG,, We record the relations: 
mlw&J = muI 
op[pP’i,_ 1] = .4[OM”] 
The symbols M,, , ,%, will have throughout the rest of the paper the meanings we have 
just assigned. 
It will appear in the course of the inductive calculation of $5 that Op[bP’i,] is the 
kernel of a map from H*(K(Z, n), Z,) to a free commutative algebra, and consequently 
P3. CON%CTIVE FIBERINGS AND BOTT PERIODICITY 
Given any space X and integer /z 2 1 one can construct a fibration 
s : X(r7, . . , co) + X, with the following two properties. 
(1) ni(X(n, . . > a)) = 0 for i < t7. 
(2) The map s induces isomorphisms in homotopy in dimensions > II. 
over X, 
For details of the construction the reader is referred to the paper [18] of G. Whitehead. 
The space X(tt, . . . , co) is calIed the n - 1 connective fibering over X. If X is a CW- 
complex one can choose X(n, . . . , 03) to have the homotopy type of a CW-complex. The 
pair (X(t7, . . . , co), s) satisfying (1) and (2) is then unique up to homotopy type. We note 
further that for any k > 0 one can regard X(/I + k, . . . , co) as the IZ + k - 1 connective 
fibering over X(n, . . . , co). 
If one takes loop spaces of the connective fiberings over X, one obtains connective 
liberings over QX. This follows straight from the definitions: 
Q(X(n, . . . , co)) N (!2X)(n - 1, . .) a) (3.1) 
In this paper we are concerned with the connective fiberings over BU and U. Since BU 
is the classifying space for U there is a homotopy equivalence: 
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cp: u- = !A(BU) (3.2) 
cp can be taken to be an H-map. 
We can go further. Bott periodicity asserts the existence of a homotopy equivalence: 
+ : qsq~su (3.3) 
where SU is the special unitary group. + can be taken to be an H-map (see [6]). 
We now combine both (3.2) and (3.3) with (3.1) to obtain homotopy equivalences: 
U(2n - 1, . . , 23) N R(BU(‘n, . . . ) co)) (3.4) 
BU(2rr, . . . , co) 2 R(U(Z,I + 1, . . . ) co)) (3.5) 
(3.4) and (3.5) will be useful in our inductive calculation of cohomology. 
Any loop space has the structure of a homotopy commutative, homotopy associative 
H-space, so we can use (3.4) and (3.5) to impose H-space structures on U(2n - 1, . . . , co) 
and BU(211, . . . , co) respectively. For n = 1 we get by this method structures which are 
equivalent to the usual ones on U and BCJ (since (p and $ are H-maps). 
Let us consider the map CJ. : BU(2n, . . , , co) + BC;(2n - 2, . . . , co) as a tibration. 
Application of the exact homotopy sequence shows that the fiber is a K(Z, 212 - 3). There- 
fore the fibration is induced from the path space fibration over a K(Z, 2~ - 2). We obtain 
a fiber square: 
K(Z, 2n - 3) -K(Z, 2n - 3) 
I 
in 
I 
BCQZ, . . . ) co) - L(Z, 2tz - 2) 
I 
‘I” 
I 
BU(h - 2, . . , m)- K(Z, 2n - 2) 
In-1 
(3.6n) 
The horizontal maps in (3.60) induce a map from the exact homotopy sequence of the 
fibration over BU(2n - 2, . . , co) to the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration over 
K(Z, 2n - 2) and one deduces thatf,_, must carry x,,_,(BU(2n - 2, . . . , co)) isomorphic- 
ally to n,,_?(K(Z, 211 - 2)). If we choose canonical generators for these homotopy groups, 
then the homotopy class off,_, is well determined. 
Similar remarks apply to the fibration by which one obtains U(2rz + 1, . . . , co) from 
U(2n-l,..., co). In the fiber square: 
K( ,2n - 2) ----+K(Z, 2n - 2) 
I 
i. 
I 
U(2n + 1, . ..) co)- L(Z, 2n - 1) 
I 
rn 
I 
U(2n - 1, . ..) co)--+ K(Z, 2n - 1) 
9n-I 
CJ,_~ induces an isomorphism of homotopy in dimension 2n - 1. 
(3.7n) 
The fiber square (3.6n) can be obtained by “looping” the fiber squarz (3.7n); anti 
(3.7~) can be obtained by “looping” (3 .6, II + 1~. Consequently bath (3.&z) and (3.7n) are 
Hopf fiber squares, 2nd the theory of $2. is applicable. 
Our goai in $$4 2nd 5 is to compute inductively the cohomology of the connective 
fiberings over Bli 2nd U. We will assume knoivn H”(Bci(2n - 2, . , cc), Z,), 
H*(cJ(Zn - l,..., co), Z,), and the images 2nd kernels off:_, 2nd gg_l. AppScation of 
Theorem 2.5 to the fiber squares (3.611) and (3.7~) will then give us H * (BU(2/7, . . . , co), Z,) 
and H*(U(2n i 1, . . . , a), ZJ. In order to complete the induction we must determine 
images and kernels off,* and g,,*. To this end we will first compute the suspensions (see 
(3.-&), (3.5)): 
Gzn : Q*N(BLp, . . . ) co), ZJ -+ P”-‘H(u(‘H - 1, . . ) aI>, z/J (3.h) 
oh+ 1 : Q*H(u(ztl f 1, . . .) co), Z,) --) P-‘H(BC(21l, . . . , s), Z,) (3.9n) 
Then the commutative diagram: 
P*-‘H(K(Z, 2n - l), Z,)~P*-lH(U/Z~I - 1, . . . . cl?), P) 
OE.51. 
T i 
61.1 (3.lOn) 
VT,, 
Q/t.’ 
+ ~*N(Lw(2n, . . . , co), Z,) 
will enable us to determine imf,* and kerf, *. We will then invoke the diagram: 
P*-‘H(K(Z, 2n), Z,)x P*C’-1H(BCr(3il, . . . , rfi), Zp) 
A 
~E.T”,. 
aLI,* 
1 G?“‘, (3.11n) 
V 2n+ 1 ) o*H(u(h + 1. . . . ) x3), & 
in order to determine im gn* and ker g,*. Our task will be slightly complicated by the fact 
that GE.M. is not manic. 
$4. STATENEXT OF THE MAIN THEOREJI 
Let p be a prime and 17 a non-negative integer. Then n can be written uniquely in 
form I? = F ajpi, with 0 < n, < p. Define an arithmetic function tip by setting Gp(n) = 1 
I 
If pk is the largest power of p dividing n, we set v,(n) = k. The following relations 
evident. 
the 
ni . 
are 
cs,(n . p’) = a,(n), j 2 0 
G&n) = CT&~ - 1) + 1 - v,(n) . (p - 1) 
o&n . pj - 1) = cTP(n - 1) + j . (p - 1) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The rest of this section consists of the statement of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be an odd prime. There exist indecomposable cohomology classes: 
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iJIi E ti “(Bf,‘, 2,) for t?~7c/1 I’ satisfyitlg o&i - 1) < ?I (4.5) 
such that 
H”(BU(2:f.. . . , a). Z,) 2 
Z,[8,, / Gp(i - 1) < I7 - I] 
(-Mu) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. Each sub-Hopf algebra F[Mzn_a-J is pseudo 
singly generated over L/(/(P). Recall the maps (I,, : BU(2n, . , CC) --t BU(2n - 2, . . . , ZO), 
i, : K(Z, 2n - 3) -+ BC’(31, . . . , -x), f, : BC,‘(2/7: , co) --i K(Z, 277) defined in $3. We list 
for the induced maps of cohomology images and kernels in the category .&“JZ, (or only 
images when the kernel is ob\Gous). 
H*(Bfi, Zp) p-l im qn* = _- -A @ I-I F[1\/(+3_11] 
p[oziIGp(i - 1) -=z !I - 1-J 1=1 
(4.7n) 
im i,” = 0pWLi2,-31 
ker i * = im (I”* 
(4.b) 
= Z,[Ozil G,(i “1) = n - l] @ F[ILI~,_~~+ ,] im f,* 
ker f,,* = Op[~PLiz,,] 
We will deduce from (4.101~) and (4.1 I/I) information about the module M,,,: 
hlz, = .Fi2,, 
(4.9n) 
(4.1011) 
(4.11n) 
(4.120) 
‘Cl,, + n p3@V2n- 
/w’lLf, = O 
(4.13n) 
We now list the corresponding results for the connective unitary group. 
H*(U(2rt + 1, . , . , co), Z,) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. Each sub-Hopf algebra F[I%~~,_~_~~] is pseudo 
singly generated over d(p). Recall the maps of 93: r, : lJ(2r1 + 1, . , co) -+ lJ(2n - 1, 
. , co),j,:K(Z,2n-2)-+U(2/1+1,..., uo), g,:U(2nfl,..., cO)-+K(Z,2n;l). We 
list for the induced maps of cohomology images and kernels in the category &‘JZ,. 
H*W, Zp> p-2 
im r,* = _--_ 0 ~ F[I~f2”-2-zr] 0 E[OZip”i II 
bZi+ t I o,(i) < nl 
od-;)>=gn-f-21 (4.15,~) 
t= I 
im jn* = Op[PP1iZn_z] (4.16n) 
ker jn* = im r”* @ E[tozip~+, 1 “p(‘~l)~“-“] (4.17n) 
im gn* = E[u2ill (o,(i) = n] @ F[nfz,_2p+2] 0 E[Q2ipL+, ( og(i~~:)~“-p] (4.18n) 
ker gn* = OPCPP’L+ J (4.1911) 
We will deduce from (4.1811) and (4.19n) information about the module MI,+,: 
hf Zn+ 1 = R3”. , (4.20n) 
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(J.21n) 
This completes the statement of Theorem 4.1. 
$5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM: 1KDUCTIk-E STEP 
We assume true statements (4.5k-4.21A) for all values of k < II. We are going to 
establish (4.5r~4.21n). 
A. Calculation of H*(BLi(Ziz, . . . , co), ZJ 
Using inductive assumptions (4.6, n - 1) and (4.11, n - 1) we see that the fiber square 
(3.611) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. Therefore we need only plug our inductive 
assumptions into (2.21) in order to obtain H*(BU(2tz, . . . , a), Z,). Specifically, we use (4.6, 
II - 1) for H*(B, Z,), (4.10, IZ - 1) for imf*, and (4.11, n - 1) for kerf*. Observe that 
A[aM1,_J = Op(pP1iz,_,) z F[M,,_J (by (4.20, n - 2)). We use (4.13, n - 1) to set the 
factor on the far right of (2.21) equal to the trivial algebra Z,. The result for 
H *(BU(2n, . . . , co), Z,), namely, (4.6n), now follows immediately from (2.21). (4.7/l), (4.8/z), 
(4.911) follow from (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24), respectively. 
B. The commutative diagram (3.10n) 
Our purposes require us to consider only a portion of the diagram (3.1On). 
Let s, : BLi(2n, . . . , co) + BU and t,_, : U(2n - 1, . , , co) -b U be the canonical maps. 
It follows easily from our inductive assumptions and the newly established (4.7n) that: 
im s,* = 
H*(Bu, z,> 
Z,[O,i( O,(i - 1) < n - l] 
im t,*-, = 
H*(U, Z,) 
E[ll,i_ 1 1 o&i - 1) < n - 1] 
(5.1 t7) 
(5.2, tt - 1) 
also that 
im[H*(BU(2(n - p + 2), . . . , a), Z,) -+ H*(BU(2n ,. . . , Co), Z,)] = im S,* 0 F[M2,_2P+ 1] 
(5.3n) 
im[H*(Ci(2(n - p + 2) - 1, . . . , Co), Z,) -+ H*(U(2n - 1, . . . , Co), Z,)] 
= im t,*- 1 @ F[M2,_2p] @ E[wZipk+ I ( “~(~-lk)>=gn-~-~] (5.4, n - 1) 
From these last two equations it follows that we can restrict the domain of 
cr2,, : Q*H(BU(2n, . . . , a), Z,,) ---f P *-‘H(U(2n - 1, . . . , co), ZP) 
to obtain a map GZn: 
Ozn : Q*[im s,*] @ MZn_-2p+ 1 --f P*-‘[im t,*_ 1] 
@ P*-1F[M2,_2p] @ Span*-‘[oziPk+ 1 ( up(i-\)~~-p-l] (5.5n) 
We now consider the map f, : BU(2n, . . . , co) -+ K(Z, 2n). fn induces an isomorphism of 
homotopy in dimension 2~2, therefore an isomorphism of cohomology in that dimension, 
so that fn*iz,, = PPLi,,_lp+l E FCIW~.-~~+~ 1. Since the cohomology of K(Z, 2n) is singly 
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generated over d(p) it follows from (5.3n) that imf,* c im s,* @ F[,11,,_,,,,]. We already 
know from inductive assumption (4.18, n - 1) that 
im gz- ( c im tf-l @ F[.1f2n-2p] &I E[Uzipki I jup’i-‘:~~-p-*]. 
We conclude that we can write down the following restriction of the diagram (3.10n): 
0 
I L-l 
P*-'H(K(Z,h - I), Z,)--+ 
I 
P*-‘[im ln*_J Q P*-‘F[M,,_,,] @ Span*-‘[wzip*+I I”p’i-‘~>‘~-p-lJ 
UE.M. 
VA 
T 
Qf”’ * Q'Cim s,*I~M~~-~~+L (5.6n) 
The diagram (5.6~) will be our principal tool in sections C, D, and E. 
C. Kernel Sin 
In order to use (5.6n) for the determination of imj-,* and ker,f,*, we first discuss g2,, . 
On restricting Grn to Q*[im s,*] we obtain an isomorphism of Q*[im s,*] with Pa-I 
[im f,-r]: 
In fact, the map 02: Q*[H(BU, Z,)] --+I’*-r[H(U,Z,)] is an isomorphism, and (5.712) 
follows from the relation tn*_,oz = GAGS,*. We claim next that Ozn is onto. This foitows 
easily from (5.711), (5.&r), and (4.18, II - 1). 
We can now find the kernel of S,, , and begin with the assertion: 
~.~fM~r_lp+ I c ker Crz,, (x3/7) 
This is a consequence of the vanishing of the Bockstein operator on ytb powers. (5.8,) can 
be strengthened to read: 
j.Y*M2-,,-2p+l = ker Oz. (5.9/r) 
In fact, since O,, is onto one has the following relation among Poincare series: 
P,CQCin~ s,*ll + P,[I~~~+~~+ J - p,Cker DA 
= 1. CPIPCim t.J + PrPfCM2,-z,1 + PtSPanC%ip”+ I I 4-l~;;-P-l]] (S.J()n) 
But GE.M. carries Mz,_ zp+ L onto PF[Mzn-& so that: 
p,CMz,- z~+I] - Pr@‘%-zp+, n flg’v,-,,+I] = ~Pt~~~[J%n-~,~l (SSln) 
From inductive assumption (4.21, n - p): 
pf[M;“_2p+[ n /w’v2;1--lp+l~ - pJ-Iw’lM,_,,,,] = IP,Span[o,iP*+l I”p’i-‘k)5;-p-11 
(512n) 
and from (5.70) : 
P,Q[im s,*J = Ip;P[im t,*-,J (5.13n) 
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Adding the last three equaticzs and substitutin g into (5.lOz) we learn that p,[ker 3?,] = 
p,~.Y’Jf 2, _ 2p+l]. Combining th’- 13 result with (5.817) \‘;c obtain (5.917). 
D. Kernel f,* 
We claim 
fi*(/?P!iz,) = 0 (5.147) 
In fact, f,*(/3PLi2,) is primitive, so that fn*(pP’iln) E P [im s,*] @ PF[Mz,_2p+1]. 
But fn*i2, = PP’i2n-Zp-rl E PF[:ll,,_2p+1], and PPL~P1i2n_2p-L, = 0. So we must have 
fn*@P1irn) E P[im s%]. But pP1i2,1 is odd dimensional and im 3: is concentrated in even 
dimensions, so we have proved (5.14~). In particular, 
M,, c ker(Qf,*) (5.15n) 
We must now prove a converse to (5.15/7), and begin with the assertion: 
ker(Qfn*)- c MT,, (5.16rl) 
Indeed, suppose given x E Y2; with Q~,*(x) = 0. Then from (j.sn),P~~_,(o,.,,,, = 0, and 
from the inductive assumption (4.19, II - 1) it follows that G&-Y) = P’pP1i2,_1 for some 
P’ E d(p). But Go.&,. is manic on V2,, , so s = P-‘pP ‘iz, E M2; . We have proved (5.16n). 
We next claim that: 
ker(Qf”*)+ n /W”V2; 
zz 
W(ker(Q_L*>-> 
0 (5.17n) 
For suppose given s E Y2; with Qf,*((p?.~)) = ~~“Q~“*(x) = 0. Since PS is manic on 
M2;8_-2p+l we must have Q~““(x) E Q[im S,*]. But Q[’ lm s”*] is empty in odd dimensions : 
Qfn*(x) = 0, and we have shown (5.170). We can now prove the full converse of (5.15n): 
ker Qfn’” c M,, (5.1&I) 
Let x E vln be given with Q~,*(x) = 0. As before we use (5.6n) to establish GE,\,,(X) = 
P’pP’i,,_, for some P’ E d(p), and therefore s = PJpP’i2, + (element of @“V2J. 
Using (5.1517) we strengthen this to read .u = PJpP’il,, + (element of ker Qf,* n /?.Y’V2&,). 
Invoking (5.16n) and (5.1717) bve have finally I E Ml,, , and \ve have proved (5.1&j). (5.1&z) 
and (5.15n) imply 
ker Qf,* = hJ1,, (j.192) 
E. Image f,* 
We now use (5.617) to determine im(Qf,*). By our inductive assumptions ~~~~~~~~~~ is 
psuedo singly generated over d(p) as a subspace of Q*fi(B(/(zn, . . . , c*;), Z,). Butf,*i?, 
is equal to the generator of M2n-2p+l; therefore M2n_2p+l c im Qf,*. It remains to deter- 
mine im Qf”* n Q[im s”*]. Letj be an integer satisfying o&j - 1) = 17 - 1. By (4.1&n - l), 
3 y E P *H(K(Z, 2n - l), Zp) such that Pgf_ 1(y) = p2j_l. Choose x E Vzn with G~.~,.(.Y) = _I'. 
Then from (5.6~1) we have Oz,, Qf,*(s) = p2j-1. Choose ezj E Q’j[im s,*] such that 
E,,(82j) = pzj_l. Using (5.9n) we now see that of,*(~) =ezj + element of jM’fMZn_2p+l. 
But ~?‘I%~ _ zp + 1 c im Qf,*, and \ve haveproved: Span[Bzj 1 (s&j - 1) = II - 1] c imQ f,“. 
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The above argument is ensity run back\\ards: given Ozj E irn Qfn* we use (5.6n) and (4.18, 
17 - 1) to deduce that o,(i - 1) = n - 1. Vv’e conclude: 
im Of,* = Span[Gzjl o&j - 1) = n - I] @AL12n_2p+l (5.2On) 
We must now pass from our results (5.19ir), (5.20rl), to the kernel and image off,* 
itself. Observe that fn* satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2: that ker Qfz c ker 2/n* 
follows from (5. I??[) and (5.1911). Invoking that lemma we establish ijomorphisms Q(ker f,* 
Y ker (Qf”*); Q(im f,*)z im(Qf,*). From the first of these isomorphisms and (5.14n) we 
obtain :lfl,, = ;ijZn and kerf,* = O~[U”iJ g F[Mz”]; \ve have proved (4.11~) and 
(4.12~). (4.13/7) follows from (5.17/7) and (5.19n), and we hnF,e completed our discussion of 
kerf,*. To determine imf”*, note that our inductive hypotheses say that FIM1,,-z,+l] is 
pseudo singly generated ol’er zIsIcr)) as a Hopf sub-algebra of H”(BU(2/2, . . , CO), 2,). 
Therefore F[I\~,,_,,+~] c im f,,“. For each j satisfying o,(j - 1) = n - 1 choose an element 
, 
0 .E P2i 
t 
H(Bu, Z,) 
2J - 
q?LJqT- ‘) 1) < I7 - I], 
whose image in the space of indecomposables is fIzj. That such a Ozj exists follows from 
(5.20n): since H*(K(Z,27),2,) is primitively generated so is im f,*. That Ozj is unique 
follows from Remark 1.5: P[im s,*] can have rank no greater than one in any given di- 
mension. We now use the isomorphism Q(imf”*)= im(Qf,T) to deduce from (5.20n) that 
im f,* =Z,[O,,Io,(j- 1) = 17 - l] @ FIJlzn_Z,,+,], and we have proved (4.10/l). 
The reader has noticed that the classes CIlj for cr,(j - 1) = II - 1 have been well defined 
only in the quotient algebra H*(BU, Z,,)//Z,[Ozi 1 o&i - I) < 17 - I]. One can choose in a 
number of ways corresponding elements (not necessarily primitive) in If *(BU, Z,), so as 
to satisfy (4%). Our purposes do not require LIS to make this choice specific. 
F. Calculation of H*(U(Lr -I- 1, . , co), ZJ 
Our prccedure here is analogous to that of @A. We apply Theorem 2.5 to the fiber 
square (3.7/7), plugging in our inductive assumptions (4.12, n - I), (4.14, n - I), (4.18,- 
4.2 1, II - 1). Equations (4.14/z), (4.1_5n), (4.16n), (4.17~) are immediate consequences. 
G. The commutative diagram (3.1117) 
We argue as in g5B. Let t, : U(Zh i 1, . . . , a) -+ U be the canonical map. Then 
im tz = H”(U, Z,)/I?[~~~+~/G~(~) <:~1. By restricting G~,,+~ to im[H*(U(2(n --p + 2) + 
1. . . . . cc), Z,) --f H*(U(2n + 1, . . . , co), Z,,)] we get ;1 map ev2n+l whose image lies in 
im[H*(BU(2(n - p + 2), . . . , a), Z,) -+ H *(BU(2n, . . . , cc), Z,)]. We obtain a diagram 
analogous to (5.617). 
0 
i 
P*-‘H(KlZ, 2n), Z,)%P*-‘[im s,*] @ P*-‘F[M2, -%pi 1 1 (5.21n) 
T 
-2r,+ I 
es”* f Q*[im t,*] @ Span”[ozj,*+ 1 
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H. Kernel Oz,, + 1 
The argument here is analogous to that of $5C. We claim first that on restricting 
czntl to Q*[im fn*] we obtain a monomorphism into P*-‘[im s,*]: 
WJ, Z,) 
E[pzi+ 11 G,(i) ‘C tI] 
(5.2211) 
In fact, if we denote by CT~ the map o 3: Q*(H(SU, Z,)) --f P*-‘(H(BCJ, Z,)), then 
o,(~t,~+r) = I.. (cJP”p(‘) . Here I = j/p”p(‘) , cl is the Chern class in dimension 21, and 
,I + 0 E Zp. To show the map (5.22.q) manic we need only observe that if o,(j) >/ II then by 
(4.2~ (4.3), dp -$ 
i 1 
- 1 2 II - 1; thus the Chern class cr is non-zero in the quotient 
algebra H*(BU, Z,)//Z,[0,, 1 o,(i - 1) < rz - 11. 
We can now discuss ker c2,,+r. Clearly 
/?Y)fM;~_Zp+2 c ker CiZn+ I (5.23n) 
We want to show: 
pYILl,_?p+* = ker sVZ,,& L (5.24n) 
Define sets of numbers: A = (2~’ + 1 ) o,(j) 3 n}; B = (2jP’ + 1 I”~(j-~:~“-p}. Use of (4.2) 
and (4.3) shows that A and Bare disjoint. Further, givenj satisfying o&j - 1) = II - p, then 
a,(Pj - 1) = tl - 1, so that by the newly established (4.10/r) we have (Ozjp)p”-L E im Pf i” 
for any k> 0: 2 P”[im s,*] c im Pf:. Again referring to (4. IOtt) we strengthen this to 
df l B - 1 
read: C P”[im s”*]@ PP[M2n-2g+l] c im Pfn*, and diagram (5.21n) now implies 
Mef?-1 
ME&PmlimfZl 0~~C~~2,-2,+Il = im g2,rfl. Finally, using (5.22)~) and the fact that 
A and B are disjoint we have z P”‘[im s,*] O,Ex._ rP”[im s,*] 0 PF[M~,-z,+Il c 
XI EA- 1 
im 0 In + 1 ; therefore : 
P( QIM t,*l + pt SpanCc+jpk+ I I “p’j;k);“-p] + pfM2n_-Zp+Z. - p, ker EZn+r 
2 fPtJ, I: m im s,*] f tpr C P”[im s,*] + tpr PF[R.fzll-217+ ,] (5.2%) InEU-1 
Now, the indecomposables of im f”* are in l-l correspondence with the set A, and the 
generators of Span[02jpk+l I”c”;\‘~“-p) are in l- 1 correspondence with the set B, so 
(5.25n) implies pfM2n_IZp+Z - p,ker szn+r >, tp,PF[LVI,,_2,,,]. Finally we observe that 
o&. maps M2n_-ZpfZ onto PFIM,,_z,+l] with kernel 12/1~,,-~~+~ n /W”V2n-zp+z = 
PPLM,-,,+2; we have used inductive assumption (4.13, tz - p + 1). We now have 
P,CP~‘K#l- zp+21 2 r-dker G+J~ and combining this equation with (5.23tz) we obtain 
(5.24n). 
I. Image g,* 
Since gn*(itn+,) = PP’izn-Zp+2 E IM~,,__~~+~ we have 
lMtn-Zp+Z t im Qo,,” (5.26n) 
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We assert also that 
Span[Urjpk+l I”P”;:‘~“-p] c im Qy,* (5.27/I) 
In fact, let j, /c be given, with cr,(_j - I) = )I -p; X-> 0. One finds easily from inductive 
assumptions (4.8, /I - p + 2), (4.17, /I - p + 2), that sln+l(Ozjpk+l) c P [im s,*]. (i.e., 
0 2n+l(~Zjpk+l) has no component in the direct summand PFIM,,_z,,l]) (5.2117) tells us 
that GZn+l(~ljp~+l ) + 0. But by Remark 1.5 P [im s,“] has rank no greater than one in any 
given dimension, and since by (4.3) D&@ - 1) = II - 1 rve know from $5E thlt e2pj is 
primitive. We conclude that ??v?n+l(~Zjpk+l) = h(Orjp)P*-‘, 2. f 0 E Z,. Since (OzjP)p”-’ E 
im Pf,*, we can now combine (5.21n), (5.2412), and (5.2611): to establish (5.27n). 
We claim next that 
Span[lizj+ 1 1 O,(j) = )I] C im OS,* (5.28n) 
In fact, let j be given with o,(j) = II. Let I =j/p”p(‘). Then o&f - 1) = II - 1 so that 
(%I) pyp(‘) E im Pfn*. But we have also s2n+1(l~zj+,) = 7; * (El,!) p”p(“, I_ f 0 E Z, . (5.2%~) now 
follows easily from (5.2ln), (5.24n), (5.26n). 
We now claim the converse: im Qg,,* n im t,* c Span[pzjcl 1 a,(j) = /I]. Suppose given 
pL2j+l E im Qg,*. Then o,(j)> n. From (5.21n), (5.22~) \ve find that ozn+l(p’zj+l) is a non- 
zero primitive of imf, *. But imf, * is primitively generated, so that by (1.2) and (4.!0;1) we 
find (3 2n+l(p2j+1) = h(02jP)P”, k 2 0 and o&j’ - I) = II - !. Thenj = j’pL, and from (4.1), 
(4.2), o,(j) G t7. Therefore o,(j) = n. 
We conclude : 
im Qg,* = SpaIl[p,j+, 1 a,>(j) = n] @SpaIl[W,j,k+, 1 “p”;:~“-p] @h12n-2p+Z (5.29n) 
J. Kernel gn* 
Clearly 
Sn*(PPLi Zn+ 1) = 0 (5.30n) 
In fact, PP’PP’iInlp+, = 0, and by (1.1) the exterior algebra im t,* @ E[mZjpr+ 1 1 u~(j;,);n--P] 
has no even dimensional primitives. (5.30~) implies: 
1LI 2?l+1 c ker Qg,* (5.3111) 
We must prove a converse to (5.31/1), and claim first that 
ker(Qg,“)- c My”+ 1 (5.32n) 
This follows from (4.1 Irz) and (5.21~) in the same way that (5.16n) follows from (4.19, II - 1) 
and (5.6n). 
Our next step is to establish an isomorphism of degree + 1 of graded vector spaces: 
(5.33n) 
We define p in the following way. Suppose given i, k with o,(i - 1) = tl - 1 and k > 0. 
If v,(i) = 0 then by (4.1) and (4.2) o,(i) = o&i. pkel) = n, and by (5.29n) there exists 
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P’i Znr, E v:“il vvith Qy,“iPJil,,l: = p2ipk-LAi. Cleari!:, Qgn”.@2*PJi2nfl) = 0, for by(l.1) 
there are 20 e!en dimensional primitives in im t,,,“. \Ye set p(ozipkiij =p:?rYJiln+l. Rc- 
gartled as an element of the quotient space (j.;;nj, ,!W’PJil,,, is evidently independent of 
the choice of P’ to satisfy Qg,,*(P’i zn+1) = 0; it is also non-zero. If v,(i) > 0 then by (1.3), 
Gp(+ - I) = n - p. a!xi by (5.29rr) there exists P Ji2,+ I E V2,+l SLICK that 
Qg,*( PJiz, + I) = mzipk k 1 . 
Now, the subspace 
P[im t,*] ~3 Span[o, jpL r I / “J’*:‘;“-‘] c P[H(U(h + I, . .) ;c), Z,)] 
is closed under the action of &c/(p); this fo!lows easily from our inductive assumption 
(4.17, II -p + 2). Since there are no even dimensional primitiises in an exterior algebra it 
follows that Qg,*(/WPJi 2n+l) = 0, and we set p(07ipL+1) = Ij.?-‘fPJiz,,il. This comp!etes 
the definition of p. 
p is clearly I - 1. To show it onto suppose given s E V2.,+l with Qg,,*(x) + 0 and 
PY”Qg,*(.yj = 0. Since p:Y’ is manic on MG_-2p+Z, Qg,*(x) must lie in Q[im t,“] @ 
Span [toZjpL+ 11 rjy(j;~~“--p]. Therefore p is onto. 
We are now ready to prove: 
ker(Qg,*)” c M ;,, + , (5.341) 
We induct on dimension. Suppose given .Y E ker(Qg,,*)+ with dim I < 2np + 2. Then from 
(5.2ln), (Pf, *)~s~,~,,(s) = 0, and so by (4.1 in), G~,~,,(s) = P’pP’i,, for some PJ E d(p). 
Since OE.>l. is manic in dimensions <2rrp + 2, we conclude that s = P’fiP’i,,,, E M,$+,. 
Now suppose that (5.34~) has been established for all dimensions <2n1, and let x E 
(ker Qg,*) be given with dim x = 2nz. Then as usual CF~.~,.(S) = P’pP ‘i2,, for some P’ E d(p). 
If 1~ # 1 (mod p) ice can immediately conclude s = PJ/lP’izn+l E 111&+ ,, and are done. 
If nl = tp + 1, then the best we can say is x = PJpP’i2,+1 + PP’y for some y E Vrn+l, 
dim J = 2t + 1. Our induction will be complete if we can show: 
/IP’L. E hl2f+ I (5.352) 
If)* E ker(Qg,*)- then (5.32n) implies (535n), so it suffices to assume that PP’JJ is non-zero 
in the quotient space of (5.3311). Then 
Qg,**(.V) = &ri L, 1 # 0 E z, (5.3611) 
(Here pzli, is to be interpreted as either a I_I or an o.) The proof now divides into two 
cases. 
CNSC I. t = I (mod p). Then we can solve the Adem relation 
Plppr-l = P’p - (p - l)(t - 1)(3P’ 
for PP’, and write: 
PP’, = I.,P’PL’+ h2P1PP’-1J (5.37n) 
h,, J-z EZ~ _ But im t,* @ E[u~++ 1I”$lo’)] is closed under d(p) action and contains no 
even-dimensional primitives, so it is clear from (5.36n) that Qg,“(fiv) = 0 and Qg,*(pp’-‘y) 
= 0. Since dim(Pv) < 2n1 and dim (PP’-‘y) < 2m it follows from the inductive assumption 
that P,v and flP’-‘,~. are in ;V/2.+l; hence from (5.37h) that PP ‘~3 E M,,+, 
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Case 2. t = 1 (modp). In this case the right hand side of (5.3677) is really a u, so that 
~~(7) = n. Since v,(r) = 0 we have ~,(t - 1) = I: - I. R’rite I = up’ + 1, with I > 0 and 
v&a) = 0. Then ~,(a - 1) = 17 - 2. so that l3,, is non-zero in H *(BG’(% - 2, . , ,m), Z,). 
We have: 
0;:‘ = p”pl- ‘qy L (5.3Sn) 
Since Steenrod powers commute with suspension \ve can deduce from (5.22, 77 - 1) and 
(5.3Sn) a relation in H “(U(2n - 1, . . . , a3), Z,): u2RPlil = ). . PaP’-‘u,,p~-~+I + decompos- 
ables; I. f 0 sZp. But since &(p) carries primitives to primitives vve can strengthen this 
to read: 
Plup’f I = h UP’ - ‘& UF’ - ’ L 1 (5.39n) 
Now op(q-‘) = n - 1 so that f32npz-L+l is a non-zero primitive of H *(BU(277, . . . , JO), Zp). 
Then we get from (5.7tT) and (5.39/z) a relation in H*(BlJ(2n, . , a), Z,): 02api+Z = 
hP”pl- ’ 8 Zap,-,+2 Carrying this argument on e step further we obtain finally a relation ‘in 
I-I “( U(2n + 1) . . , 03), Z,) : 
plr+ 1 = hP”P1- ‘kL?,p’- L + -j (5.40rI) 
Here 1-1 Zupl-l+3 is either a “1~” or an “0”. In either case it is in im g,*, since OZnpl- Liz is in 
imf,*. Choose L: E VZnGl with Qg,*(r) = pZapI-L+3. Then Qgn*(P”p’-‘r) = h-~~~[+,, and from 
(5.32n) and (5.3677) we see that J differs from P “p’-‘r by at most an element of &12nfI. So 
to show PP *y E .G12’,+ 1 it suffices to show that 
pP’POp’-‘u E nr,, , (5.4111) 
To this end we establish: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a space, ad suppose gicetz c E H ‘jf3(X, Z,). Theta 
PP 
pj+ lpjo=pPippj+lL; (5.42n) 
Proof: The monomial PpipPjc’ . IS not admissable. If we write down the appropriate 
Adem relation, and use the rule Pk.r = 0 if 2k> dim _I-, vve obtain (5.12n). 
Applying Lemma 5.1 we find: 
pp'pw-' "=p"P'ppd"IL' (5.4377) 
Now Qgn*(j3PoJ’-‘+‘C) = PPYp’-‘+1~20p,_,+3 = 0, since there are no even dimensional 
primitives in an exterior aigebra. By the inductive assumption on ker(Qg,*)’ it follows that 
pPOp’-L+lt, E hfz;+l. (5.4177) now follows from (5.4377). Thus we have established (5.35nj, 
and our inductive proof of (5.34n) is complete. 
Combining (5.3177), (5.3277), (5.3477) we obtain 
ker(Qg,*) = :Cl?, + 7 (5.4477) 
Mimicking the end of $5E we now use Lemma 1.2 to deduce im g,*, ker gx”, from 
our results (5.29n), (5.4&). In this way we establish (4.1S-4.2077). (4.2177) follows from 
substituting (5.44n) into (.5.3377), and we have completed the inductive part of the proof 
of Theorem 4. I. 
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$6. PROOF OF THE hMIS THEOREX: LOtV DIMEIUSIOSS 
The statements (1.5n-4.21n) for p an odd prime are vaiid in low dimensions if we read 
the trivial algebra 2, for F[MJ whenever Mk = 0. We proceed to show this. 
Observe that BUE K(Z, 2) x BU(4, . , a), and that the map f; : BU -+ K(Z, 2) is 
the projection of product onto factor. Settin g Oz equal to the Chern class in dimension 
two \ve find imfi * = ZJO,], kerf,* = Z,, establishing (4.10, 1) and (4.11, 1). The state- 
ments (4.6, i-4.9, 1) and (4.12, l-4.13, 1) are all trivial. 
Observe that U z S’ x U(3, ., co). Therefoorc 1_1*(1Y(3, . . ., cc), Z,) = H*(U,Z,)/ 
E[~t,l; this is (4.14, 1). Statements (4.15, I-4.17, 1) are trivial. We consider now the map 
g,*:H*(K(Z,3),ZP)-tH*(U(3 )..., co), Z,). By Cartan’s calculation, 
H*(K(Z, 3), Z,) = Z,[pPp”Pp”-l - * * P’i, 1 n = 0, 1 . . -1 @ E[PP”-’ * - * P’i, 1 n = 0, 1, . . .] 
(6.1) 
Using diagram (3.11,l) we easily find c~~*(p~“~‘..*P’i~) = pZpmfl and g1*(pP~***P1i3) 
= 0. Thus im gl* = E[ltziiI lo,(i) = I]; this is (4.18, 1). Using the Adem relations 
pr”ppq” - ’ = pPp”PP”-:(n = 1, 2, . ..) one sees that pPp”PP”-‘.*.P’i3 =Pp”Pp”-‘..*pP’i3; 
therefore: 
ker gl* = Zp[pP”“Pf”m’ ... P’i, 1 II = 0, l;..] c Op[pP’i,] (6.2) 
But t!le general argument of $5 shows that Op[pP’i,] c ker gl*, and we have established 
(4.19, 1). The general argument also suffices to prove (4.20, 1) and (4.21, 1). 
In order to prove equations (4.5n-4.21n) for 1 < n <p we need make just one adjust- 
ment in the general argument of 95. Note that for n>p one hasf,*(i2J = ~p’iI,_~,+l E 
F[IM,,_ Zpf,] and gn*(it.+l) = BP1i2n_2p+2 E F[kI~,_2p+2]. But for small values of n the 
following relations hold: 
L*(L) = J-Q,, T II < p 
i7n*(i2n+ d = W+ I 3 II < p (6.3) 
Bp*(hp+ 1) = hQbp+ 1 
(with h f 0 ~2~). Thus f, *, g,,* do not kill the factors F[M,I until P - 1 of them have 
accumulated. The statements of Theorem (4.1) and the arguments of $5 go t~~rw!h how- 
ever, even without change of wording. We need only set Mk = 0 for k < 3. We have com- 
pleted the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
$7. THE CASE p=2 
The calculations of H *(BU(2t7, . . , co), Z,) and H*(L/(2n + 1, . . . , co), 2,) for p = 2 
are somewhat different from the case in which p is odd. We indicate the changes. 
By the results of Serre and Cartan [12], [S], H *(K(Z, n), ZJ is a pure polynomial 
algebra on a certain graded Zz-module V,. Suppose given a mapf*: H*(K(Z, n), ZJ + A 
in the category .X,/Z,, and suppose \ve ha\2 chosen _!i,, c P*H (.&(Z. II), Z,) to s3tijfy 
kcrf‘* = .Z,[Av,]. Let I, bc the map l,:P*H(K(Z, 17), Zz) 3 Q-*H(K(Z, )I), ZJ. if imj’” 
contains odd dimensional elements s for which .Y’ = 0 \ve cannot conclude (as we did in 
Theorem 2.5) that I, j.%i,, is manic; for the odd-dimensional Sezerators ofH*(K(Z, rz), Z,) 
have infinite height. The version of Theorem 2.5 appropriate to the case p = 2 runs as 
follows. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose gicen a Hopfjiber sgltare of the j&w (2. IS). Choose a mbmodlrle 
Lv, c P*H(K(Z, II), Zz) satisfying ker f * = Zz[%iJ. Ij’either 
a.) ker l, n R,, = 0 
or 
then 
b.) rhe algebra H “(B, Zz)//imf* is generated b_v odd dimemioml ckrssrs, 
H*(E, Z,) = K;($G @ A[oM,] @ E[s(ker l,, n .‘T,)] (7.1) 
ns a tensor product of algebras. Here im q* = H *(B, Z,)//im f ::; im i* = A[o,\IJ; ker 
i” = If *(B, Z,)//imf‘* @ E [s(ker(l,, [.q,,))]. The spliftit!g (7.1) cau be chosen in such a brla) 
that A[o,l/,] is a Hopf sub-algebra of H *(E, ZJ that is pseudo-sirlgf! gerlerated ocer z/(2). 
To prove Theorem 7.1 one LWS the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for the fiber 
square (2.18). One find E, = H*(B, Zz)//im f* @ TorkcrJ.[ZZ, ZJ = H*(B, Zz)/‘im f* @ 
E[sR,]. Since all indecomposables of this Ez term have homological degree > - 1 the 
spectral sequence collapses. The remainder of the proof is analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 2.7. 
Let 0p[Sq3i,J be that Hopf sub-algebra ofH*(K(Z, tl), Z,) generated over the Steenrod 
algebra by the single element Sq3i,. In applying Theorem 7.1 to the computation of 
H *(BU(2/1, . , CD), ZJ and Iz_I*(U(2n + 1, . . . , u3), Zz) one chooses ii?, so that Z,[1G,] = 
0p[Sq3iJ. The reader can easily supply the details of the computation by analogy with @. 
One finds: 
H*(BU, Z,) 
H*(BU(Zll, . . . ) co), 2,) = -- __- ---- m&m= 
Zz[B,i ( O,(i - 1) < I7 - 11 
0 zz[!v~“_3] (7.2) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras; 
kerf;,* = Op[S$iJ 
Also, 
(7.3) 
H*(U(2n + 1, . . . , CD), Z,) = 
H*(U, -&I - 0 zz[11;72,_2] 0 E[ork-!i+ 1 ( Q(i;;‘;“-q 
EC~X+ I I al(i) < nl 
(7.4) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras; 
ker gn* = %[~~‘~2,+,1 
The equation analogous to (4.12n-4.13n) is: 
(7.5) 
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ker izn n iUIn = 0 (7.6) 
and the equation analogous to (4.20n-4.21~) is 
(ker lznC 1 r-1 .q2,,+ I)* = Span”-‘[oi. 2k_, _ 1 1 “2(i;:‘;“-2] (7.7) 
(7.2). (7.3), and (7.6) were erst obtained by Stong [6], using methods different from ours. 
1’8. POSTSIKO\~ SYSTEXI OF THE UNITARY GROUP 
If X is a space and IT an integer one can construct a new space X( I, 2, . , II) and a 
map a: X-t X(1,2, . , II) such that 
(1) rr,(X(l, 2, . , II)) = 0 for i > II 
(2) r induces isomorphisms of homotopy in dimensions < 11. 
If X is a CW-complex one can choose X(1, 2, . . . , n) to be a CW-complex. Under 
these circumstances, requirements (I), (2) determine (X(1,2, . . . , II), CL) up to homotopy 
type. The space X(1, 2, . . , r;) is known as a stage of the Postnikov tower of S. 
Regard the map s,+, : BU(2u f 2, . , co) -+ BU as a fibration. A simple argument 
shows that the fiber has the homotopy type U( I, , 217 - I). Wc consider the Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence of the fibration: 
V(l, . . ,?)I- l)-tBU(2n+7,...,-~)-fllL:BU (8.1) 
for cohomology with coeficients in Z,, p odd. From (1.13), (2.3), and (4.6, n + I) we find: 
Ez = H*(BU(2r1 + 2, . . . . a), ZJNimsX+, OTO~~~~~,:+~CZ,,, Z,l 
(8.2) 
Since all indecomposables of (8.2) have homological degree > - 1 the spectral sequence 
collapses. Since E2 = E, is free commutative as an algebra and primitively generated as 
a Hopf algebra the extension problem of Hopf algebras is trivial, and we find: 
H*(li(l, 2,. . . , 2r1 - l), 2,) = E[plil, lo,(i) < rt] @p~21LfC~b~2n_-L_2,] (8.3) 
I=0 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. The result For p = 2 is slightly more complicated: 
H*(LI(I, . . , 31 - 1). Z2) = EC.++, 1 a?(i) < n - 1) @ Z,[pzi+ I ( oz(i) = II - I] 
as a tensor product of algebras. (8.4) has also been obtained by Hirsch [S] and Vaster- 
savendts [17]. I am grateful to Miss Vastersavendts for having pointed out an error in my 
original version of (8.4). 
ADDED IN PROOF. Using these same methods the author has recently determined 
cohomology for the Postnikov system of BU as well. The result for p odd is: 
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as a tensor product of algebras. In case p = 2 one finds: 
H*(BL;(?, . . 7/Z). Zz) = Zl[Ol, ( ozji - 1) < ,I] @ Zl[_\lJ (8.6) 
$9. DI\‘ISIBlLITY OF ISTEGRAL CHERS CL,\SSES 
Let f’: X - 1. be a map. Throughout this chapter w r‘ will use the symbol f” to denote 
the induced map of cohomology with coefficients in either 2 or Z,. The precise meaning 
will al\x;ays be c!ear from context. In particular. alI divisibility conditions pertain to integral 
cohomnlogy classes. 
A. Formulation of the problem 
Let c,&H”‘(BU, Z) be the Chern class, and let Qck~QZkH(BU, Z) be its image in the 
module of indecomposables. Let s, be the standard map s,: Bu(217, . . . , ;o) - BU, and 
Q,r,* the induced map OS,*: Q’“H(BU, 2) -+ Q*H(BC’(2/7, , x), Z). Then Qs,*(Qc,) is 
divisible by some positive integer I.,,, and by no greater number. We set ourselves the 
problem of determining I’n,k. If ~7 > k then i,,,, = u), so only the cnsc 11 < k is interesting. 
For II = k the answer is a well known consequence of Bott periodicity: 
h,,, = (k - l)! (9.1) 
B. A splitting of BU 
Let p be a prime. Let C be the Serre class of abelian groups having finite orders rela- 
tively piime to p. We say a map f: X -+ Y is a p-homotopy equivalence iff f induces iso- 
morphisms of homotopy groups mod C. 
It has recently been observed by J. F. Adams and D. Anderson that for any prime 11 
there exists a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative H-space kVP, with: 
nzj(kV,,) = Z mod C if j = 0 (mod p - 1) andj # 0 
fllj(lV,,) = 0 mod C otherwise (9.2) 
IJzj- ,(H$) = 0 mod C 
further, that there are 17.homotopy equivalences 
p-7 
‘p, : fl R”WP ” BU (9.3) 
j=O P 
(9.4) 
qI and +, are H-maps. Bott periodicity appears as a p-homotopy equivalence betueen the 
identity component of Q’(“-” Wp and W, itself. For a proof of these results we refer the 
reader to [2]. 
Any homotopy associative H-space has the ratio& homotopy type of a product of 
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Eilenberg-hlaclane spaces. it is therefore easy to infer from (9.2) and (9.3) that for 
O<j<p-2: 
H*(R”CI/, , Z,,) = Zp[izi 1 i = -j lmod p - l)] (9.5) 
also that the map 
pv : H*(R” Cfi,, Z) -+ H*(!A”‘V~. Z,) (9.6) 
is onto. We can go further. (9.3) implies the existence of p-homotopy equivalences: 
p-2 
(Pn : jy2”w~)(Ztl, . . .) cc) = BC;(h. . . , ;o) 
P 
(9.7) 
(9.7) allows us to interpret geometrically the occurrence of a p - l-fold tensor product in 
our result (4.6rr) for H “(R 11(2/r, . -a), Z,). Tn fact. it is easy to deduce from Theorem 4.1 
thatforO<j<p-2: 
H”((n’W,)(2tr, . . . ) M), Z,) = 
H*(!Y’Iv,) 
o,(i - 
-------HO F[,‘f2”_3_2t(n,j,] (9.8n) 
1) < I? - 1 
i z -j(modp_ I) 
as a tensor product of Hopf algebras. Here t(n, j) is the unique integer satisfying both 
0 < f(~~,j) <p - 2 and t(~,j) = /I +j - I (mod p - I). Denote by qnj the standard map 
q,,i: (n’jW,)(2/1, . . . , a) -+ (fl’jIV,,)(2/1 - 2, . . . , co). (9.2) implies that qi is a p-homotopy 
equivalence for IZ -f -j-t l(mod p - I). But for n G -j+ I(modp - I) we find from 
Theorem 4.1 that: 
ker 4, j*= Z,[O,i) cr,(i - 1) = II - 23 0 F[M,,,_ lj 3 z~c~-~.~~~ = -j f l(mod P - 1)) _ _ 
(9.9n) 
For each integer k choose a class L?k~N2k[~2~kVp, Z] (where 0 <j < y - 2 andj E -k 
(mod p - 1)) such that Qzk generates an infinite cyclic direct summand of QzkH [n’j VP, Z]. 
Let s,j denote the standard map s,j: (@iWP)(2~1, . . , co) --f (Q’~FV,,), and let the integer 
i”.k be such that Qs,,‘“(Q~k)&Q”LH((RZjWp)(2t?, . . . , m), Z) is divisible by ^hn,k and by no 
greater number. Recall the function vP defined at the beginning of section 4. The existence 
of the p-homotopy equivalence (9.3) implies that 
vp(J%, k) = VP&. k). (9.10) 
C. Calculation of A,,, 
The exact sequence of coefficient groups 0 + Z z 2 + Z, -+ 0 gives rise to a long 
exact sequence of cohomology, of which we will need only the portion: 
H”(X, Z) - IP H”(X, z>* WX, 2,) (9.11) 
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose gicen a map f: X + Y and an element ~EH *( Y, Z) satisfying 
f*p,(y) = 0. Then Qf*( Qy)cQ*H(X, Z) is diivisible by p, 
Proof. We have p,/-*(y) =f*p,(y) = 0. It follows from the exact sequence (9.11) that 
f*(v) is divisible by p. Then so is Q(f*(r)) = Qf*(Qy). 
The map pP: H*( Y, Z) -+ H*( Y, Z,) is an algebra map. We use the symbol Qp, to 
denote the corresponding map of indecomposables. 
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LEMMA 9.2. Suppose gicen a map f: X + Y and an elenlent ~.EH *( Y, 2) such that 
Qj’*(Qy) is &risible by p. Then Qf”[Qp,(Qy)] = 0. 
Proof. The sequence of groups QH(X, Z) xp QH(,Y, Z) Q”I, QH(X, 2,) is not in 
general exact, however the composition (Qp,)(.rp) is zero. Since Qf*( Q~)E im(-yp) it follows 
that 0 = QP,CQ~*(QY)I = Qf* CQP,(QY)I. 
We are now ready to calculate v$.,,,). We will think of h- as being fixed, and watch 
the growth of hn,k as tz grows from 1 to k. Throughout the discussion let j be the unique 
integer satisfying both 0 <j <p - 2 andj = -h- (modp - 1). 
LEMMA 9.3. 
v,&,,~) = 0 for II d 1 + o,(k - 1) 
Proof. In the group Q*H(!A’jW,, 2,) one has: 
QP,(QG> = Qb2, 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
It is clear from (9.&z) that for values of n satisfying CY,(/< - I) > ;z - 1, Qs,‘*(QBzk) is non- 
zero in Q*[H ((Cl’j W,)(2n, . . . , co))]. It follows from Lemma 9.2 that Qs,j*(Q?,) is not 
divisible by p. This proi’es Lemma 9.3. 
Note that if I is any integer, then I - o,(l) is divisible by p - 1. 
LEhlhlA 9.4. For lahres of u of the form. 
II = 2 + o,(k - 1) + ‘*. (p - 1) (9.14) 
n,here 
cl = 0, 1) 2, . . . ) 
(k - 1) - G&k - 1) _ * 
P-1 
(9.15) 
(9.16) 
Proof. We handle first the case u = 0. Choose an element C,~EH*“[R*~CV~, Z] such 
that Q(&) = Q(?,), and such that p,(%,,) = ?3,, That such a & exists follows from (9.13) 
and the fact that the map (9.6) is onto. For II = 2 + cr,(X: - 1) it is clear from (9.912) that 
s,’ pP &, = 0. It follows from Lemma 9.1 that QsL*(Q?,) is divisible by p. But from Lemma 
9.3 we know that Q$_,.(Q&) is not divisible by p. (9.16) follows. 
Suppose now that c1 > 0, and let n have the value (9.14). Choose an element 
XEH~~((~‘~W,,)(~(~ - l), . , uj), Z) that satisfies 
i,_ 1, k Qs = Qs;- l.(Q?k) (9.17) 
Since c( > 0 we have n - 2 > o,(k - 1); therefore the left hand factor of (9.8, n - 1) has 
no indecomposable in dimension 2k. It follows that we can choose I in such a way that 
p,(x) lies in the right hand factor of (9.8, n - 1); that is, in F[M2(,_1)_3_21(n_1.j~]. (Here 
we are again using the fact that (9.6) is onto). From (9.9~) it now follows that qni*pp(~) = 0, 
so from Lemma 9.1 we see that Q~.‘*(Q.Y) is divisible by p. Then from (9.17) it follows that 
Qs~*(Q?~) is divisible by p*^h,_,., . (9.16) follows. 
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LEMM.\ 9.5. For values of 11 of the form (9.14), (9.15), rce hate 
21 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma (9.4) and equation (9.10). 
LEMM.~ 9.6. For cafues oft? of theform (9.14), (9.15), 
ad for all other cahes of tl in the range 2 < n < k, 
h 
vp c _i ) = 0. 
ProoJ 
But from (9.1) and (4.4) we have 
VP@,, k) = “,((I? - l)!) = 
(k - 1) - o,(k - 1) 
p-l . 
Therefore 
(k - 1) - o,(k - 1) 
P-l = i2”p(&, , 
(9.18) 
(9.19) 
(9.20) 
(9.21) 
We now invoke Lemma 9.5, observing that there are [(k - 1) - o&k - l)]/(p - 1) dif- 
ferent values of n in the range 2 < n < k for which (9.18) holds. (9.19) and (9.20) now follow 
from (9.21). 
We define a function lig RI: 
lig nl = 
least integer > m if Rl>O 
0 if m < 0. 
THEOREM 9.7. Qs,*(Qc,) is dicisible by 
h, k = n pligC’“-“;Z;‘k-L’l 
P 
(9.22) 
and by no greater number. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 9.6. 
The reader can use (4.4) to verify that in the “stable range” k < 2n our divisibility 
condition (9.22) agrees with the stable result of Adams [I]. 
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